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        1                    P R O C E E D I N G S

        2            SPECIAL MASTER:  So what I would like to do

        3   is just have a brief status conference and unless

        4   anyone has any objection I see no reason not to just

        5   do it in this particular setting.  The court reporter

        6   is here and that way we can have it all on the record.

        7            What I am hoping is that I can issue a

        8   memorandum opinion on this motion sometime by the end

        9   of next week, and I know I've been optimistic in my

       10   estimates in the past, largely because when I have

       11   started writing some of the opinions they have even

       12   turned out to be more complicated than I originally

       13   expected, but I am aiming as I said to come out with a

       14   memorandum opinion sometime next week on this

       15   particular motion.

       16            I have already begun to take the two

       17   memorandum opinions that I've issued earlier and

       18   pulled those together into my first interim report to

       19   the Supreme Court, so as soon as I issue a memorandum

       20   opinion on this particular motion then I will

       21   integrate that in also so that I can go to the Court

       22   with a report both on Wyoming's motion to dismiss and

       23   on Anadarko's motion to intervene.

       24            I would like to get that to the Court as

       25   quickly as possible so that the Court hopefully will
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        1   be able to decide -- assuming any of you file

        2   exceptions, will be able to decide whether or not it

        3   wants to hear those exceptions and then resolve them

        4   during this particular term.

        5            And I know that we're running probably

        6   somewhat short on time, so my hope will be that if I

        7   can get the memorandum opinion on Anadarko's motion to

        8   intervene done next week that the following week I can

        9   circulate to all of the parties a draft of that first

       10   interim report, and I plan to circulate it to all of

       11   the parties.

       12            And Anadarko, if I decide not to grant your

       13   motion to intervene I would still circulate a copy to

       14   you because obviously it would be relevant to your

       15   particular motion.  I will also send a copy to the

       16   United States, because I would love to have you review

       17   it, make sure that I have not made any errors in terms

       18   of stating your arguments or any obvious errors in

       19   actually stating what a particular State law or case

       20   provides.  Obviously you might very well disagree with

       21   my conclusions in reading those, but again I just want

       22   to make sure that that first report is as accurate as

       23   possible.

       24            So what I would like if possible would be

       25   that people could review that and get comments back to
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        1   me within a week of when I give it to you.  Again, I'm

        2   not expecting any arguments in response to that draft.

        3   I really just want you to review it and make sure that

        4   I am providing the Court with an accurate picture of

        5   your argument.

        6            So hopefully no one is going to be out of

        7   town or if they're going to be out of town somebody

        8   else in their office can handle that particular

        9   matter, and then what I'll do is I will make any

       10   corrections that are necessary and have that printed

       11   and filed with the Court.

       12            So any questions or thoughts on the first

       13   interim report?

       14            So then the second thing as I mentioned, once

       15   I file that first interim report to the Supreme Court

       16   we won't have any further proceedings in this matter

       17   during the period of time that it's up for the --

       18   before the Court, but I would like as much as possible

       19   to have you utilize that time so that -- assuming the

       20   Supreme Court doesn't decide to dismiss the entire

       21   matter, that when it comes back we're ready to proceed

       22   forward with discovery, summary judgment motions and

       23   the like.

       24            So what I would ask is that during the period

       25   of time this is before the Supreme Court that counsel
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        1   for all of the parties, and if I grant Anadarko's

        2   motion to intervene I'll obviously include you, if the

        3   parties could then confer during that period of time

        4   and see whether or not you can at least begin to agree

        5   on a process for moving forward once we get back.

        6            So does that sound fine?  When I mentioned

        7   this on the telephone call before everyone seemed to

        8   feel that that was something that you would be willing

        9   and able to do.  So I see a nod of heads.  I assume

       10   that's yes?

       11            MR. MICHAEL:  Yes.

       12            SPECIAL MASTER:  Montana, that's all right

       13   with you too?

       14            MR. DRAPER:  Yes, Your Honor.

       15            SPECIAL MASTER:  Great.  Depending on how

       16   long it takes for the Supreme Court to resolve any

       17   exceptions then I might just call a telephone

       18   conference status during that sort of -- just again to

       19   check on parties and see how you're doing on

       20   conferring and coming up with a procedure for moving

       21   forward once we come back.  But otherwise I'll leave

       22   it to the Court to address the case during that period

       23   of time.

       24            Yes, sir?

       25            MR. DRAPER:  Your Honor, the State of Montana
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        1   is planning to take up your invitation to file a

        2   motion for summary judgment on the tributary issue,

        3   and we expect to file that brief on Monday.  So I

        4   wanted to alert you to that and perhaps use this

        5   occasion to determine a schedule for a briefing on

        6   that.  We do expect to file that on Monday, so I

        7   wanted to alert the parties and the Court to that.

        8            SPECIAL MASTER:  All right.  Okay, so this

        9   complicates matters just a little bit, although I

       10   certainly invited it, so I can't complain.

       11            So let me start with you, Mr. DuBois.  Do you

       12   have any sense of what the Supreme Court's scheduling

       13   is like at the moment as to how far ahead they're

       14   scheduling hearings?

       15            MR. DUBOIS:  No, Your Honor, I don't.  Sorry.

       16            SPECIAL MASTER:  Because I think there are

       17   two things that I'm trying to balance.  The first is

       18   that to the degree that there are some preliminary

       19   matters that can narrow the issues that need to be

       20   resolved after the case comes back from the Supreme

       21   Court I would like to do that, and it would be nice if

       22   all of those issues were in front of the Court when I

       23   file my first interim report so that they can rule on

       24   those if there are exceptions that are filed.

       25            But at the same time the last thing I want to
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        1   do is, for example, to get a first interim report up

        2   there in January and find out the result of that is

        3   that the Supreme Court is interested in hearing the

        4   exceptions and they won't be able to do that until the

        5   first Monday of the October term, so I have a little

        6   bit of tension between those two goals.

        7            What I am tempted to do is to call the clerk

        8   of the court tomorrow and get a sense of when

        9   arguments are being scheduled and if the Court were to

       10   hear exceptions in this case what would be the latest

       11   that I could get a first interim report to the Supreme

       12   Court in this term, give them the opportunity to

       13   invite exceptions, look at those exceptions, and if

       14   they decide to hear them then to actually schedule a

       15   hearing.

       16            Mr. DuBois?

       17            MR. DUBOIS:  Just for a frame of reference,

       18   Your Honor, the South Carolina first interim report I

       19   think was November of 2008.  The brief on the

       20   exceptions was completed by February or March, and

       21   they still weren't going to hear it until October 5th.

       22            SPECIAL MASTER:  So we're already beyond that

       23   time.

       24            MR. SALMONS:  Your Honor, I think it's

       25   probably worth making the phone call to confirm.  My
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        1   understanding is that the Court is currently -- still

        2   has most of March and April of its calendar to fill

        3   for this term and that the cutoff for having something

        4   considered for the final conference, to have it be

        5   heard for this term would probably be sometime mid

        6   December, perhaps early January, and so all the

        7   briefing would have to be completed a couple weeks

        8   prior to that time.  I'm 80 percent sure that's about

        9   where they are.

       10            SPECIAL MASTER:  What I will do is I will, as

       11   I said, call the clerk of the Supreme Court tomorrow

       12   and talk about the timing issues here, and assuming

       13   that hearing the motion for summary judgment does not

       14   delay when the Supreme Court can resolve any

       15   exceptions to the first report -- which would be

       16   either they could hear it this year and I can still

       17   get it to them or it might be that it's really too

       18   late.  It's already going to be in October of next

       19   year and so we don't have to worry about the timing as

       20   much.

       21            But assuming that I can get a motion to

       22   dismiss right now I would like to do that, and that

       23   might be in a relatively expeditious time frame.  If,

       24   however, I don't feel as if I can actually hear that

       25   motion and get an interim report to the Supreme Court
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        1   on a timely basis then I might put that motion off

        2   until after the Supreme Court rules.  It all depends

        3   on what I hear.  But I appreciate you letting me know

        4   that you're planning on filing that motion on Monday.

        5            So let me ask counsel for Wyoming, is

        6   everyone planning on being around the office for the

        7   next several weeks?

        8            MR. MICHAEL:  Yes, Your Honor.

        9            SPECIAL MASTER:  I appreciate that, and as I

       10   said if I have to put this on a short calendar I

       11   appreciate all the parties doing everything they can

       12   to comply with that particular calendar.  I don't plan

       13   to do anything that would be much tougher than what

       14   you would find in Federal District Court, so I promise

       15   not to put people on too short of time frame.

       16            Okay, any other matters to discuss this

       17   morning in terms of the status of the matter?

       18            Nothing.  Okay, again thank you very much for

       19   both the briefing and the oral arguments.  As I said,

       20   they were all very helpful.  So we're adjourned.

       21            (Proceedings concluded at 11:54 a.m.)

       22                        *  *  *  *  *

       23

       24

       25
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